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Themes from 2000
In the RCA Vision 2000 survey, the fellowship
expressed a desire to receive information that
would make meetings more interesting and
inspiring, as well as help in developing a perceived
connection between local groups around the
world. Out of these desires grew the idea for
monthly themes including Humility, Cooperation,
Facing Fear, Trust & Action.

Humility 
In Step Seven, we are instructed to “humbly ask
God to remove our shortcomings.” How can a
relationship be humble? In a state of humility?
Some say that humility is the opposite of pride:
freedom from pride and arrogance. Yet, as we did
our step work, we came to find out how low our
sense of self-worth was and how low was our
sense of the relationship’s worth. Probably, all
that was holding things together was false pride.

Another description of humility is that it is a
condition of being willing and teachable. When
we came wounded and beaten to RCA, we had, as
individuals, tried our best to make the
relationship right as we believed it should be.
Most often, our individual efforts were focused on
what we were trying to change in our partners.



Cooperation is how we can be together as
a loving, functional couple while being
two very different people. As our
relationship gets stronger, we are apt to
find ourselves experiencing our own
uniqueness more than ever before. It is an
odd paradox that as we give ourselves to
our relationship, God and God’s will for
us, we become more true to ourselves
and our true being. The commitment in
relationship gives us the freedom to be
who we really are.

All this requires that we are cooperative
with each other. We are each other’s best
helper. We are each other’s best friend
and confidant. Because we know our
partner better than any other human
being, we have the best opportunity to
help each other heal. While healing from
old wounds and letting go of old
ineffective belief systems, we work
together making our relationship into that
which God intends.

Before any pattern of ongoing
cooperation can be established, we, as
individuals, must learn and practice self-
restraint. We know our partner so well
that we know exactly when to go for the
jugular. We must learn that baiting our
partner or pushing their buttons is
counter productive. It only weakens the
relationship more. We must retrain
ourselves to listen, to communicate
appropriately and accept. With self-
restraint and new healthy behaviors, true
cooperation emerges. The result is
intimacy beyond our expectations.
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Continued from previous page.

As we worked the steps, went to
meetings and talked with our sponsor
couple, an awareness began to emerge
that we were each responsible for our
own dysfunctional contribution to the
relationship. As we looked at our own
“stuff” and how it affected the
relationship, we found there were things
that we each needed to change. We also
found ways we treated the relationship
that we each needed to change.

Then the moment of willingness came.
And then the moment of learning better
behavior from the experience of others
came. In that moment, our relationship
was in a state of being humble. We knew
our relationship for what it was—filled
with many good things but also some
things that really needed changing. We
knew for the first time exactly who we
were as a couple but also what we
wanted our relationship to be.

So now, rather than pride, we had a sense
of confidence that we could learn what
we needed to learn, change what needed
to change and live a life filled with gifts of
recovery that is part of what God intends
for our lives together.

Cooperation
Many of the dysfunctional relationship
characteristics we shared when we came
to RCA showed how far from genuine
cooperation we were. Being either totally
enmeshed with or dependent on each
other was perceived as being in love. In
healthy relationships, we are comfortable
with the reality that we may not always
agree on everything. We know we may
even have unresolvable differences. We
may have different interests and enjoy
different things, as well as enjoy being
together. We do this through loving
cooperation.



Trust 
By the time we came to the RCA program,
much of our trust was gone. Breeches of trust
from our past haunted our relationship. Our
addictions and co-addictions had caused us to
be untrustworthy. When we came to RCA for
help, the feelings of the old mistrust came
with us.

The first thing we needed to trust was the 12-
Step process. We had to be willing to trust
that the program would work for us. After
that we had to trust that what we were doing
was the beginning of the “right way” to live.

We had to trust that our Higher Power would
be with us and entrust our life together to the
Will of this Higher Power. We had to trust that
when we became totally open, honest and
willing we would be safe and heal. We had to
trust others in the program; our sponsors and
others in our group. We had to trust that God
would remove the sickness from our
relationship. And in this process of learning to
trust, we came to trust in ourselves.

At any previous time in our life, we probably
would not have been able to do this. This
much trust would, as had happened so many
times in the past, have lead to betrayal and
pain. But the commitment by both partners to
the 12-Step process allows us to safely trust
again and experience moments of
tremendous intimacy.

The program of RCA gives us a recipe, a
formula, for trust. We find, eventually, that
not only can the process be trusted, but also
our sponsor couple and our Higher Power.
And then, the greatest gift of the program
comes: complete trust in ourself, our partner
and our relationship. Reprinted from Winter
2014 Hand-in-Hand.

Action

Twelve-Step programs call the process
“work.” We work our program. We work
the Steps. We work with our sponsor
couple. Work is action. Reading about
couple recovery is very good and is
necessary. Studying the materials is
beneficial. But nothing is accomplished
until we put this knowledge into action.

Facing Fear 
When we began personal and relationship
recovery, we looked inside ourselves and
found some very deep fear. Many of us were
taught by caregivers that fear is silly and
should be eliminated from our lives. In
reality, fear allowed us to live to adulthood.
Determining what in the world was harmful
generated fear of those things and kept us
safe.

In relationship recovery, we have many
emotional wounds which cause fear of the
RCA process... fear that the old wounds will
be reopened and left unhealed as was true in
our past. Step work requires us to make a
“fearless” and thorough moral inventory of
our relationship. Expressing our partner’s
dysfunctional relationship skills was easier
than taking inventory of our own
contributions to the relationship’s
dysfunction. Honest self analysis is enough to
bring out the fear in anyone. However, we
can act fearlessly. We are no longer children,
but adults.

In Step 3, we turned our wills and our life
together over to the care of God. We found
that working the steps was part of God’s plan
for us and understood that there was nothing
in the process to harm us. In working the
steps, we used the RCA tools and acquired
new confidence. We felt fear, but we used
our intellect and connection to our Higher
Power to act fearlessly in our recovery.

In the past, we often had poor results when
attempting to share our challenges with our
mates. Armed with the knowledge of new
ways of doing things, the support of our
partner, the encouragement and support of
our sponsor couple and our group, we now
fearlessly worked the steps. We “walked the
talk” and now experience our relationship as
the life giving blessing it was intended to be.
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All the Steps require some sort of action with
our partner.

Some action is internal and some external.
Action provides the redundancy of
experience that makes new knowledge and
behavior “stick” and become the basis for
our new, positive belief systems. Many of us
come to RCA with “frozen” relationship skills,
repeated unsuccessful relationship
behaviors. Yet over and over, we expected
and hoped for a different result. Now, we see
that new action is required. We see from
other, more experienced, RCA couples’
behaviors that new actions work.

By going to meetings and working with our
sponsor couple, we become more confident
that the new skills work. The more we act in
a manner consistent with the principles of
the program, the more we experience
healing in ourselves and our relationship.
Action with positive results generates new
enthusiasm for more new action.

All the good intentions in the world are not
worth the results of just one positive action.
Action is the proof of our new thought and
beliefs. Action is how we express our love to
one another. Action is how we provide role
modeling for our children. Action is how we
show each other and the world that all is
now in Divine Order. We return our
relationship to commitment and intimacy
through action.

Reprinted from Spring & Summer 1998 Hand-in-
Hand.

Thank God for the Moratorium 

Sometimes in our disagreements we find
ourselves at a stalemate.

It seems that there is no resolution to the
problem that we can come to on our own. At
times like these we have learned in RCA to
call our couple- sponsors.

One of the most useful things that they have
taught us is that, when we are in a "butting-
heads" argument, we are not in this “present
relationship”. Something must have triggered
us, and now we have slipped back into our
family-of-origin.
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When we are in the past, it seems there is
"nothing" that our partner can say or do that
will stop our dysfunctional interaction. We
have learned that almost anything can
"trigger us"; a look, an action, a song.
Anything can put us back in our old patterns
of relating.

At times like these we have to call a
"moratorium". Stay quiet or go in another
room, or go to our primary programs. We
have to be by ourselves until that time when
we can come back to the “present
relationship” and try to find a solution. We
have also learned that if our reaction is not
appropriate to the argument, the hurt is old.

Our sponsors have taught us to look for the
triggers, to recognize when we are not in the
present, and then to stop and check out how
we are feeling. Where are those feelings
coming from? Are they from this relationship
or are they residue left over from the past?

We have learned so much from our sponsor
couple, and from the other couples in RCA.
Ken and I both are so grateful to this
program! Without RCA we would not be
together today....

Thank You Recovering Couples Anonymous
for our new relationship.

Ken & June trudging that happy road of
destiny Hand in Hand in RCA

Reprinted from March 2003 Hand-in-Hand 



Change and be…. simple!

We all know that in this day and age, the handwritten note is a rarity. Many of us rely on 
electronic forms of communication. After all, it only takes a few moments to send a quick 
“thank you” email, or a last-minute “happy birthday” text. However, the handwritten note 
is thought-provoking and personal. It takes time and a stamp and a trip to the post office. 

But, ask yourself this question: which message stands out to you most - one of 200 or so 
currently in your inbox, or the two handwritten notes on your desk.

From: Skip CG – April 2018. 5

RCA Email Addresses
7thtradition@recovering-couples.org Info On 7th Tradition
articles@recovering-couples.org Hand In Hand Submissions
chair@recovering-couples.org Bot  Chair
dailyreader@recovering-couples.org Daily Reader Submissions
executive-committee@recovering-couples.org Email The Executive Committee
info@recovering-couples.org General Info Email
literature@recovering-couples.org Literature 
meetings@recovering-couples.org Meeting Info
outreach-committee@recovering-couples.org Group Outreach
phone-meetings@recovering-couples.org Phone Meeting General Info
retreat-registry@recovering-couples.org Retreat/Event Registrations
secretary@recovering-couples.org Bot Secretary
stepstudyfacilitators@recovering-couples.org Monthly Stepstudy Info
structure@recovering-couples.org Structure
technology@recovering-couples.org Technology / Webteam Info
conceptsandtraditions-committee@recovering-couples.org Former Ethics Committee
translations@recovering-couples.org Translations Committee
treasurer@recovering-couples.org Bot Treasurer
vicechair@recovering-couples.org Bot Vicechair
web-team@recovering-couples.org Web-Team Contact
wso-convention-committee@recovering-couples.org Wso Convention Committee
wso-zoom@recovering-couples.org Wso Zoom Reservations



Hand In Hand
We want to make the Hand In Hand a
relevant publication in which we can share
our experience, strength and hope with
the wider RCA community. We are always
looking for RCA couples to help with
writing articles.

Please submit articles to:
articles@recovering-couples.org
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7th Tradition Update

Contributions received April - June 2018

Technology and Website 
Committee

Why not offer some of your time? You
do not need to be a rocket scientist! We
need people who know Twitter,
Facebook, and other social media that
can help us get the word out about RCA.

We are also looking for people who are
willing to review the website layout and
content.

Please drop us a line at:
web-team@recovering-couples.org

RCA needs YOU!

New Hand in Hand Editor 
Couple Required 

The current Hand in Hand Editor couple
will step back from this service role after
this publication. If you are interested in
serving the RCA community by compiling
this quarterly publication please write to
the RCA board executive-
committee@recovering-couples.org .

Meeting Amount
Circle of friends, TX $300
Couples in recovery $150
Cleveland West $75
Sunday night $5
Thursday night, Ashburn, VA $180
New Mexico $150
Monday $26
Couples with hope, SLC, Utah $34
Together we can $195
Myrtle Beach, Conway $75
GSN 89022 $25
Owatonna $60
Thursday night, Santa Clarita $100
Friday night, Edmonton $230
Monterey Lighthouse retreat $146
Wednesday, Tucson, AZ $100
Santa Cruz $1,200
GSN 100229 $100
Triad, NC $50
Lexington, KY $73
Individual Contributions $198

Total $3,472



RCA Safety Guidelines
Anonymity and mutual respect of boundaries are essential to providing a healing experience
to each of us. Most of us have had great difficulty establishing our boundaries, assertiveness
and personal space. We are sensitive to cross-talk. Our purpose is not to give advice or try
to fix one another but rather to create a safe environment where we can experience and
share our pain.

We have found that:

• It is OK to feel

• It is OK to make mistakes

• It is OK to have respectful conflict

• It is OK to have needs and ask for them to be met

• It is important to respect others (partners and others in the group). It is important to
avoid self-righteous statements, baiting or button-pushing statements, case-building
statements and the taking or sharing of another person’s inventory

• It is important to respect ourselves and to avoid self put-downs and self-pity. It is helpful
to take ownership of our own story and to take credit for our progress and work in
recovery

• Anonymity is our spiritual foundation. Whom you see here, what you hear here, when
you leave here, let it stay here

• We have care and concern for ourselves and our coupleships. We meet to both receive
and provide the nurturing our relationships need to grow and endure. For this reason, it
is important for us to act and speak respectfully to our partners and others. As we do
this, we value the group and the relationships in it.

Through my personal recovery, I had already come to respect the principles of 12-Step 
recovery before my husband and I came into RCA.  I was familiar with meeting etiquette 
such as no cross-talk and keeping anonymity and I valued these traditions highly – nowhere 
else in life have I ever found a community that is as nurturing or ‘clean’ in its 
communication and boundaries.  I had learned to hear and be heard in the rooms.

Using the Safety Guidelines
By adhering to the Safety Guidelines in our 
meetings and in our couple communication, we 
receive and provide the safe environment and 
nurturing our coupleships need to grow and 
endure.  We affirm our personal rights and agree 
to act and speak respectfully to others.

Series on Tools of Recovery
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Continued from previous page…

When we came into RCA, I was struggling to bring this clean communication into our 
coupleship.  The strength and frequency of triggers, as well as, the high degree of familiarity 
meant that I often ‘overflowed’ the boundaries of healthy communication and broke into 
blaming, shaming, dumping and taking of my husband’s inventory (you never, you always, 
you should).  

I also feared meetings initially, feeling that he would share my bad behaviour publicly and I 
would be shamed – adding to the heavy weight of shame and self-criticism that I already 
carried around in our relationship.

Hearing the Safety Guidelines read at meetings served as a regular and useful reminder that 
when I responded by being self-righteous, baiting or taking my husband’s inventory in our 
communication, I was harming the coupleship (and would therefore need to inventory my 
own behaviour and make amends).  The guidelines have begun to teach me how to speak 
my truth constructively even during conflict, keeping to present issues and to my side of the 
street.  

Gradually, I came to trust that I wouldn’t be shamed at meetings, even if my husband 
shared feelings about my bad behaviour at times, I was still accepted and he shared equally 
as much of his own inventory.

Although I fall short of these ideals very often, the Safety Guidelines feel like a ‘light to 
guide our way’ towards healthy communication where before I had no roadmap.

Toni IRW Andy
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